McCown's Law: The 100 Greatest Hockey Arguments by Bob McCown. Humorous stuff, mostly. 1. I hated the Harry Potter books, I couldn't get past the first page of the first book. Right now in school we are reading Frankenstein, and it is a really good book. It's probably my favorite right now. 2. Blite♥. 1 decade ago. I love Ellen Hopkins books. She's a great author and in the book it looks poem written. 3. 0. McCown's Law: The 100 Greatest Hockey Arguments by Bob McCown with David Naylor offers up 100 mini essays on some of the most common and divisive topics that spark discussion amongst hockey fans. It is one of the most entertaining and enjoyable hockey books that I have read in a long while. Are all these arguments completely original thoughts put together by McCown and Naylor? I doubt it. Many of the arguments contain ideas I've been reading on discussion boards for years. But here they are more fully developed and fleshed out with numerous angles. All synthesized in one location, it is sponsored. McCown's Law: The 100 Greatest Hockey Arguments by Bob McCown. Pre-Owned. C $16.31. Sponsored. 2003 the mad dog 100 sports arguments book signed by Chris Russo - kd 5535. C $37.66. Top Rated Seller. Playing next. 0:21. [PDF] McCown's Law: The 100 Greatest Hockey Arguments Popular Online. HumbertoPlumer. 0:15. Books to Read Ladies And Gentlemen Of The Jury: Greatest Closing Arguments In Modern Law Full. brianyer. 0:15. Deals in Books The Devil's Advocates: Greatest Closing Arguments in Criminal Law Premium Ebooks. dennygrant. 0:19. Online Michael S Lief The Devil's Advocates: Greatest Closing Arguments in Criminal Law Full Book. Nahaxelet0. 0:14. Popular Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury: Greatest Closing Arguments in Modern Law Full. zhaexrux. 0:17. Books to Read The Devil's Advocates: Gr...